PROFESSIONAL JEWELRY APPRAISING pdf
1: Professional Jewelry Appraisals - Pittsburgh - Appraiser on-site
Anna M. Miller, G.G., RMV, was a jewelry historian, author, lecturer, and www.enganchecubano.com developer of The
MasterValuer Programâ„¢, a jewelry appraisal course that has been taught worldwide, she consulted with individuals
and companies on buying, selling, appraising and interpreting the jewelry arts.

In contrast with appraisals, diamond grading reports do not assign a monetary value to the piece. Ultimately, a
diamond grading report is the most transparent, accurate and objective tool you need to determine how the
market values your diamond jewelry in a specific moment in time. Diamonds sold with GIA grading reports
are considered more valuable and can command higher prices. When selling jewelry at Worthy, we believe
jewelry is more than just a keepsake, and we believe that a precise valuation is an important part of the sale
process. In order for your jewelry item to fetch high offers, buyer confidence is vital. Offering a diamond
grading cost free is an important part of what we do. Despite offering a diamond jewelry grading cost free,
Worthy takes great pride in treating each and every evaluation with the dedication it deserves. Our foremost
values include trust, transparency, and complete customer satisfaction-evident throughout the evaluation
process and beyond. This is unique to the industry, and is something you will not find anywhere else. In
addition to being available at no cost to you, our appraisals are the best available. Our partners are equipped
with the best, most scientifically advanced grading tools available. They are true professionals working at the
top of their field â€” a claim very few local appraisers are able to make. With Worthy you can enjoy peace of
mind knowing that your valuables are fully insured throughout transit and during storage in our ultra-secure
facility. Using Worthy was so easy, I felt very comfortable. Click here to see what our customers have to say.
The e-Diamond report and professional photos will be made available to you and the buyers interested in
bidding on your jewelry. All you have to do is sit back, relax, and watch the offers roll in with the live auction
viewer. Approve the final bid, and the money is yours! Get an offer Featured On Our unique auction process is
where the true appraisal ultimately happens. The grading process at Worthy does not end in a monetary value
statement. Following the evaluation, the item is photographed and accompanied by a professional sales
description to be presented at auction. Once an item is made accessible to the network of buyers, they can
begin to place bids based on the image and description. This process ensures that you will get the highest fair
market value, what your item is really worth in the context of the greater market. When you choose to sell
jewelry with Worthy, we evaluate and prepare your diamond ring for auction. There is no cost associated with
this process and absolutely no obligation to sell or accept an offer at any stage. You might also be interested
in:
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2: What's involved in getting a professional jewelry appraisal
Professional Jewellery Appraising by Richard Cartier is a logically organized and succinct international perspective on
gem and jewellery appraising giving comprehensible explanations of what appraisals are, how they work, what should
be in them (and what should not be in them) and why.

The Master Valuer Program Todays hectic work schedules mean that fewer people in the jewelry industry
have the time to attend resident professional jewelry courses needed to advance their careers. But thanks to the
MasterValuer Program, busy people can take an academically sound professional jewelry appraising course in
the convenience of their homes. The MasterValuer distance education program delivers quality education in
gem and jewelry appraising with you choosing the location, selecting the time, and setting the pace! Available
worldwide, now you can earn the knowledge and confidence of a skilled jewelry appraiser without changing
or disrupting your life. The MasterValuer correspondence course was the first in the industry as a gem and
jewelry appraising home study course. This comprehensive appraisal program includes learning appraisal
methodology for writing appraisals of all types - insurance, estate, donation, probate. The latest trends, laws,
and new technologies are all discussed in the course curriculum. The correspondence course contains 30
lessons with final exam and research paper. Successful completion earns a Certificate of Completion. Who
recognizes this course? Every responsible gem and jewelry organization in the world recognizes the Master
Valuer Program. The American Society of Appraisers and the International Society of Appraisers give
professional development re-certification credits to their members who take the program. Recognized by
Jewelers Mutual Insurance Company, as fulfilling educational requirements needed to obtain Appraiser
Liability Insurance. Recognized by the National Assn. Master Valuer Course can be completed using either of
the following methods: Resident Correspondence and 3-day Practical Workshop Please note: You can be in
process of studying for the gemology certificate but until successfully completed, you cannot be awarded the
RMV Diploma. The MasterValuer course is taught in residence in several locations throughout the world, this
method does not require the completion of a 3-day workshop; all necessary practical work is done during the
course. Duration is 4 weeks, 5 days per week, with some required outside work. The course includes appraisal
theory, hands on work, field trips when available and guest lecturers. You can be in process of studying for the
gemology certificate but until successfully completed, you will not be awarded the RMV Diploma. Click here
for details Correspondence Course and 3-day workshop Option 2: Using this method requires that both the 30
lesson correspondence course AND a 3-day practical workshop be completed in order to receive a Registered
Master Valuer completion. When the student becomes a certified gemologist i. If a student is already a
certified appraiser, the 3-day workshop requirement may be waived. Students enrolled in the 30 lesson
distance learning class are required to complete the course in 1 year. Extensions to this time can be obtained
from MasterValuer International for an administrative fee and upon approval from MV International. This is
not to say that said appraiser is not qualified or capable of appraising properly, it is to say that it is the opinion
of MV that a larger percentage of this type "investment" gemstone is commonly questionable and we as an
organization of jewelry appraisal professionals do not support this practice. This is a "buyer beware"
announcement. For information, contact Dee Rouse Huth -
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3: Find an Appraiser
The professional jewelry appraiser chooses to join societies with the highest educational and ethical requirements for
their members, no matter their area of practice. The American Society of Appraisers is the nation's oldest and largest
such organization, and the only one that brings together appraisers of personal, real and intangible property.

Appraisals Unfortunately in the jewelry industry appraisals are often not handled with the same standards and
professionalism demanded in other professions. While not currently required the qualifications of the appraiser
are imperative for proper evaluation of jewelry. Although there are different reasons to have an appraisal
performed the typical reason is for insurance coverage. This is not a professional jewelry appraisal. We feel an
appraisal should be handled with the same qualifications and expertise common in the real estate and other
industries. The NAJA sets the standard for ethics and integrity when it comes to jewelry appraisals. NAJA is
the largest international professional appraisal association exclusively devoted to the valuation and appraisals
of gems and jewelry, watches, and the specialized needs of jewelry appraisers. Deb has the qualifications and
experience to meet the ever-increasing demands from the insurance companies. We take appraisals seriously.
Our staff has the integrity, credentials, and experience to provide you with all your jewelry appraisal needs.
Why Do I need an Appraisal? An appraisal is used to determine the value of an item in a given market.
Appraisals serve many purposes and can have different functions. An insurance appraisal determines what
value would be needed to replace the item in question in a given retail environment; to replace like and kind
value. It is usually needed to obtain insurance for loss or damage. Fair market appraisals are used for several
purposes. An appraisal for estate purposes helps to determine the value of the item in a market for taxable
assets. Divorce settlements and donations can also require a fair market appraisal. These items need to have
specific individual coverage- that is the purpose of a rider. Another option is through a company that
specializes in jewelry insurance. The bottom line is to make sure your jewelry is properly insured before there
is a claim. Understanding exactly what you are paying for is very important in dealing with your insurance
company. The two areas we see most often that lead to misunderstandings from the consumer are what the
insurance company pays for in the event of a loss and their responsibility to update the policy.
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4: The Master Valuer Program - Program Information
A jewelry appraisal is the process in which a certified professional examines and states a dollar-value for a piece of
jewelry. There are 27 types of appraisals that suit different purposes. For example there are a few for tax purposes,
some for insurance purposes, and others for reselling purposes.

Long tweezers for picking up and positioning the jewelry Choosing a valuation type Aimee explained that
there were two ways to value jewelry in an appraisal. You might want this for a few reasons. The appraisal
process It was great watching Aimee work. First, she separated the pieces into piles and then started with the
items with stonesâ€”the sapphire and a charm with small rubies on it. She would first set the piece on the
special paper and take a photograph from a couple of angles. Then it would go under the microscope. I got to
look at it, and actually saw what makes up the star in the sapphire. She weighed the piece, took notes on it in
her computer, and moved on. I was sitting quietly, not wanting to disturb her, but Aimee was very genial and
told me to feel free to ask questions. The lady knows her stuff. Aimee at work Piece by piece, Aimee took her
photos, examined, weighed, and took lots of notes. But she told me to let her take a look. When she was
finished, she asked me if I had any other questions. The report The report arrived in a folder shortly after the
appraisal. Each piece had its own page with: A description of the piece One or two photographs An evaluation
of the weight of the gold, the clarity of the stone, the amount of wear on the piece, and the overall condition
Her appraised value of the piece A few tips for getting ready for your appraisal Know how many pieces you
have. This sounds easy, but those small bracelets, rings, and pendants add up. Assemble all of the paperwork
you might have on the pieces. Get an estimate for the appraisal. Overall thoughts It was stunning to see how
pieces had risen in valuation over the years. I mean, think about what gold was going for 20 years ago versus
today. The best part is, now I know. I can work with my insurance agent and have real backup. The appraisal
has brought me peace of mind. And I think I love my jewelry a little bit more now that I realize how valuable
it is. Your appraisal begins when you call to schedule an appointment. About Aimee Berrent Aimee M. She
offers appraisal services such as jewelry appraisals, diamond appraisals, and estate appraisals within
Massachusetts and all over the East Coast. Aimee has over 25 years experience in the jewelry trade, and
received her Graduate Gemologist G. Aimee has advanced training in jewelry appraisal theory. She frequently
attends jewelry conferences and takes courses to stay on top of current gemological advances and appraisal
training.
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5: Quantum Leap â€“ PAS Appraisal Software
A Matter of Brilliance is a professional jewelry appraisal company based in Newton, MA, founded by Aimee Berrent,
Graduate Gemologist. Our appraisals can be used to.

The NAJA was formed as a response to this need. NAJA is, and always has been privately owned since , and
is a for-profit corporation. The leadership starts at the top with the Executive Director followed by Associate
Directors. We pride ourselves in being highly responsive to the needs of our membership. In addition, NAJA
seeks to promote the trademark and professional designations earned by our members and to make available
continuing educational materials in order to ensure that they are among the best informed appraisers in our
industry. Finally, it is our goal to promote professionalism among our members as well as the industry as a
whole. All of the above should provide reasonable assurance to the public of the professional skill, integrity,
and responsibility of our members. The National Association of Jewelry Appraisers is the only appraisal
association in the United States that devotes itself solely to the appraisal of gems and jewelry and silver
flatware and holloware. All of our energies focus on these, and only these, subjects which are updated with
new information as it becomes available. Objectives The NAJA conducts various programs designed to serve
the interests of both its members and the public at large in matters relating to appraisal theory and valuation
science. Major elements of this program include: The establishment of appraisal standards for gem and
jewelry appraising Bi-annual conferences providing educational seminars and meetings on topics related to
gem and jewelry appraising, available to both members and non-members Miscellaneous activities to make
the public more aware of the professional standards to be used in gem and jewelry appraisals and to gain
recognition for members in this association. Get the document here. NAJA offers semiannual educational
conferences: The two day February conference is held in conjunction with the Tucson gem shows. The four
day August conference is offered at major downtown city locations throughout the U. We change locations
every year to serve our membership all across the U. The educational conferences relate to the appraisal
industry with emphasis on product knowledge and intermediate and advanced gemology aspects. Speakers are
chosen for their knowledge and ability to give informative yet enjoyable presentations. Lectures address
state-of-the-art techniques which are designed exclusively for the jewelry appraiser such as: Networking is
urged and encouraged for peer and instructor networking. While mandatory attendance is not required, it is
encouraged. It is the most efficient method of completing the sixteen hours of continuing education for
Certified Members. Color vision testing is required of all members once every five years. Our main goals are
to teach appraisal methodology and to encourage professionalism. Appraisal Studies Correspondence Course:
The NAJA members only course addresses topics that are essential for one to become an experienced and
professional gem and jewelry appraiser. The course is structured for home study permitting you to learn at
your own pace. The Appraisal Studies Correspondence Course was developed to challenge you in the
application of what you have learned. Education without application is of little value. Among the topics
covered are: Certified Master Appraiser C. A Certified Master Appraiser must have met the requirements for
"Senior Member" in addition must have been engaged in the practice of writing gem and jewelry appraisals for
at least seven 7 years. Certified Senior Member C. Senior Member As a Senior Member, the appraiser must
have a minimum of 5 years of full-time appraisal experience and accumulate a total of nineteen 19 points in
education. Candidate Member A prospective member who does not meet any of the other designated
membership level requirements may join the Association as a "Candidate Member. Such members agree to
commit to a program of professional training leading to the next highest designation. The Appraisal Studies
Course was revised in and undergoes periodic updating and revision due to changes in USPAP, advancements
in gemology, and developments in the industry. All categories of Certified Members are required to achieve
sixteen 16 hours of continuing education each year to maintain their Certified status.
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6: 3 Ways to Get Jewelry Appraised - wikiHow
CARAT is the most powerful, advanced,comprehensive and easy to use jewelry appraisal software.

It is expensive to have a piece of jewelry appraised. Most qualified professional appraiser will charge a few
hundred dollars to appraise a piece of jewelry. Who is a qualified professional jewelry appraiser. A
professional qualified jewelry appraiser is a GIA gemologist graduate who has many years of experience in
appraising fine jewelry. What is a jewelry appraisal. A professional jewelry appraisal is the best way to
determine how much your jewelry is worth. A jewelry appraisal is a detailed report on the appraised jewelry
item. It contains information such as item type necklace, bracelet, etc. A well documented jewelry appraisal
executed by a qualified professional jewelry appraiser is necessary if you wish to insure your fine jewelry. A
professional jewelry appraisal is also helpful if you wish to sell the jewelry now or at a later date. The buyer is
more inclined to buy if the true value of the jewelry item is professionally documented by a qualified jewelry
appraiser. How to determine whether the piece of jewelry is fine jewelry. If you have a collection of jewelry, it
might be worth your while to buy a diamond tester to test whether the stones are diamonds or glass. There are
jewelry books or information on the internet to tell you how to determine whether the stones are precious or
semi-precious stones using a 10X jewelry loupe. How to determine whether the metal is precious metal or
base metal. If it is precious metal like gold or silver, there should be a mark on the piece, e. However, some
older gold or silver pieces may not have a mark. To determine these older gold or silver pieces, you may
consider buying a gold or silver testing kit to test the metal. Instructions will come with the kit. Initial
examination by a fine jeweler before hiring a jewelry appraiser. Note, some fine jewelers might not do it for
free. Your trusted fine jeweler should also be able to tell you whether it is worth spending the money to have
the jewelry professionally appraised and might even recommend a reputable qualified professional jewelry
appraiser who has a good command of knowledge in old jewelry. Determining the value of jewelry. Seek the
service of a qualified professional jewelry appraiser who is an expert in fine jewelry and who also has a good
command of knowledge in old jewelry. There are also jewelry books and a wealth of information on the
internet that might give you an idea of the age and value of the jewelry you own. Please note that the old
editions may not reflect the current value of your jewelry. All information and pictures contained in this web
site are protected by international copyright laws.
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7: The Real Cost Of A Jewelry Appraisal | www.enganchecubano.com
Covers all the standards, procedures, and ethics of appraising gems, jewelry, and other valuables [and] gives
step-by-step instructions on how to establish an appraisal business."--Dust jacket.

Send this info to a friend To: Check this box if you wish to have a copy mailed to you. See our privacy policy.
A A How much is your stuff worth? Here are resources to help you proceed. Fair-market value is what a buyer
would pay you; replacement value is what it would cost today at retail. Many collectibles have
well-established guidebooks. Several websites offer estimates by professional appraisers and other experts in
areas as diverse as antique furniture, political memorabilia, and Barbie dolls. You upload photos of your items
and provide descriptions; the sites send back valuations, not authentications, usually within a week. Its
appraisers can also provide opinions on how much something on eBay is worth. A free introductory week is
available. The Salvation Army also offers a valuation guide. Databases and online auctions. Craigslist is useful
for seeing what others are willing to pay for similar items. How to find an appraiser You can search online by
specialty and location for appraisers who belong to these professional organizations. American Society of
Appraisers has almost 5, members worldwide. Among its disciplines is personal property, including African
sculpture and violins. Appraisers Association of America has more than members worldwide. Most specialize
in fine and decorative arts, jewelry, and household contents. International Society of Appraisers has about
members, mostly in North America, who specialize in personal property.
8: Appraisal Associations
Along with providing training and education, professional associations like the National Association of Jewelry
Appraisers, Association of Independent Jewelry Valuers and the American Gem Society offer memberships.

9: Antique Appraisals, How to Find an Appraiser - Consumer Reports
Working within the jewelry industry by buying and selling jewelry does not make one an appraiser, nor should appraising
be treated as an inalienable right that comes with the job. Appraising is a profession, just as a doctor, lawyer, or CPA,
where one must be educated and tested.
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